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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

(1)

Nature of the Case:
Claimant, Kurt J. Dypwick (hereinafter "Claimant"), appeals a Decision and Order of the

Idaho Industrial Commission (hereinafter "Commission") holding that Employer, Swift
Transportation Company, Inc. (hereinafter "Employer"), discharged him for misconduct in
connection with his employment, which made Claimant ineligible for benefits under Idaho Code
§ 72-1366(5). Appendix A.

(2)

Course of the Proceedings Below:
After his separation from employment on June 11, 2007, Claimant filed a claim for

unemployment benefits. Tr. p. 6, Ll. 13-14. On August 8, 2007, a claims examiner for the Idaho
Department of Labor (hereinafter "Department") issued an Eligibility Determination finding
Claimant ineligible for unemployment benefits and that Employer's account was not chargeable
for experience rating purposes. R. p. 10.

Claimant filed an appeal with the Department's

Appeals Bureau on August 21, 2007. Exhibit 5.

After a telephone hearing in the matter,

Department Appeals Examiner, Gregory Stevens, (hereinafter "Appeals Examiner"), issued a
Decision on September 11, 2007, affirming the Eligibility Determination. Appendix B.
On September 25, 2007, Claimant filed an appeal with the Commission. R. pp. 7-20.
After conducting a de nova review of the record pursuant to Idaho Code § 72-1368(7), the
Commission issued a Decision and Order on November 15, 2007, affirming the Appeals
Examiner's Decision. Appendix A, p. 20. The Commission adopted the Appeals Examiner's
findings of fact and set out its own conclusions of law. Appendix A, p. 14. The Commission
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subsequently denied Claimant's motion for reconsideration. R. pp. 75-76. Claimant now brings
an appeal to this Court.
(3)

Statement of Facts:
After going through training, Claimant began working for Employer as an over-the-road

truck driver on July 10, 2006. Tr. p. 6, Ll. 4, 8-9; p. 25, Ll. 2-3. On November 19, 2006,
Claimant had an accident while driving for Employer in Helena, Montana. Tr. p. 7, LI. 6-7.
Claimant hit a traffic signal while making a right turn. Tr. p. 7, LI. 7-9. On March 29, 2007,
Claimant had a second accident while backing into a loading dock in Spanish Fork, Utah. Tr. p.
7, LL 11-13; p. 16, LI. 20-25. Employer considered both accidents preventable. Exhibit 3 pp. 910, 16.
After his second accident, Claimant attended a National Safety Counsel Course on April
26, 2007, taught by Employer's Safety Manager, Brett Hadley. Tr. p. 9, LI. 2-6. At the end of
that training course, Claimant spoke to Mr. Hadley and asked where he stood with Employer
after having two accidents. Tr. p. 9, LI. 2-9. Mr. Hadley warned Claimant that his next accident
would result in his termination and that he needed "to be squeaky clean." Tr. p. 9, LI. 9-13; p.
25, LI. 15-19; p. 32, LL 16-20.

In June 2007, Claimant picked up a trailer from the Shopko Distribution Center in Boise,
Idaho, to haul it to Salt Lake City, Utah. Tr. p. 7, LL 20-22; p. 34, LL 1-2. Claimant performed
a pre-trip inspection of the trailer. Tr. p. 26, LL 1-6. Prior to leaving for Salt Lake City,
Claimant did not report any damage to the trailer in his log book, nor did he report any trailer
damage to Employer. Tr. p. 26, L. 25; p. 27, LL 1-10. Claimant acknowledged that during a pre-
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trip inspection, he was required by federal law to note equipment damage in his log book. Tr. p.
17, LL 24-25; p. 18, LL 1-7; p. 28, LI. 12-25; p. 29, LL 1-3. After he arrived in Salt Lake City on
June 8, 2007, Claimant called his home terminal in Lewiston, Idaho, and reported that he had
picked up a damaged trailer in Boise. Tr. p. 7, LI. 20-21; p. 26, L. 25; p. 27, LI. 18-21.
When Claimant tumed the trailer over to the repair shop in Salt Lake City, Employer's
shop foreman reported the damage to Mr. Hadley, Employer's Safety Manager. Tr. p. 7, LL 2025. Mr. Hadley drove to the repair shop in Salt Lake City and physically inspected the damage.
Tr. p. 8, LI. 2-6. Mr. Hadley testified that he could see a good portion of insulation from the
inside of the trailer and the damage was "fresh." Tr. p. 8, LI. 2-9. Claimant testified that the
trailer had a two foot by two foot section missing from the side of it. Tr. p. 28, LI. 7- IO; p. 33, LI.
22-25.
Employer had a policy and procedure handbook for its drivers entitled "Driver Manual."
Appendix C, p. 28. Employer submitted portions of that Manual for the record. Appendix C.
On July 5, 2006, Claimant acknowledged in writing that he received a copy of Employer's
"Driver Manual" and that he understood he would be bound by the rules and policies in the
Manual. Appendix C, p. 28; Tr. p. 14, LI. 1-3. In the Manual, Employer warned its drivers that
"failure to report an incident or accident regardless of its severity, or multiple incidents or
accidents while driving a Company vehicle" was prohibited. Appendix C, p. 30; Appendix D, p.
34. Under the heading "Accidents/Cargo Claims," the Manual provided, in part, "A driver shall
be considered in an 'ACCIDENT' if any motor vehicle which he/she is driving or of which
he/she is in charge; shall come into contact with any person, animal, other vehicle, or inanimate
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object in a manner that results in death, injury, or property damage."

Appendix C, p. 32.

Employer also had a section in its Manual entitled "Equipment Damage" that provided an
employee finding damaged equipment must report the damage immediately before leaving with
the equipment or risk being charged with the damage. Appendix C, p. 29. Employer discharged
Claimant for having a third preventable accident on June 11, 2007. Tr. p. 6, LL 13-16; p. 7, LI.
20-23; p. 25, L. 14.
ISSUE ON APPEAL
Is there substantial and competent evidence in the record to support the Idaho Industrial
Commission's findings and conclusion that Employer discharged Claimant for misconduct in
connection with his employment?
STANDARD OF REVIEW
When the Court reviews a Commission decision, "it exercises free review over questions
of law, but reviews questions of fact only to determine whether substantial and competent
evidence supports the Commission's findings." Oxley v. Medicine Rock, 139 Idaho 476,479, 80
P.3d 1077, 1080 (2003). Whether an employee's conduct constitutes misconduct is a factual
detennination that will be upheld unless not supported by substantial and competent evidence.
Harris v. Electrical Wholesale, 141 Idaho 1, 3, 105 P.3d 267, 269 (2004). Where conflicting
evidence is presented that is supported by substantial, competent evidence, the findings reached
by the Commission will be sustained regardless of whether the Court may have reached a
different conclusion. Harris, 141 Idaho at 3, 105 P.3d at 269.

Substantial and competent

evidence is relevant evidence which a reasonable mind might accept to support a conclusion.
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Oxley, 139 Idaho at 479, 80 P.3d at 1080.

The Court has described the appropriate test for

substantial and competent evidence for the purposes of judicial review as requiring a court to
determine whether an agency's findings of fact are reasonable. Steen v. Denny's Restaurant, 135
Idaho 234, 237, 16 P.3d 910, 913 (2000).
It is for the Commission to determine the credit and weight to be given to the testimony

admitted. Bullard v. Sun Valley Aviation, Iuc., 128 Idaho 430, 432, 914 P.2d 564, 566 (1996).
The Commission's conclusions regarding the credibility and weight of evidence will not be
disturbed unless the conclusions are clearly erroneous. Iu reviewing a decision of the
Commission, the Court views all facts and inferences in the light most favorable to the party who
prevailed before the Commission. Oxley, 139 Idaho at 479, 80 P.3d at 1080.
Appellate court review is limited to the evidence, theories and arguments that were
presented below. Obenchain v. McAlvain Construction, Inc., 143 Idaho 56, 57, 137 P.3d 443,
444 (2006). The Court will not consider arguments raised for the first time on appeal. Excell
Construction, Inc. v. State Department of Labor, 141 Idaho 688,693, 116 P.3d 18, 23 (2005).
ARGUMENT
There is substantial and competent evidence in the record to support the
Industrial Commission's findings and conclusion that Employer discharged
Claimant for misconduct in connection with his employment, which made
Claimant ineligible for unemployment insurance benefits.

There is no dispute in the record that Employer discharged Claimant on June 11, 2007.
Employer's Safety Manager, Brett Hadley, testified that Employer discharged Claimant because
he had a third preventable accident. Tr. p. 6, LI. 15-16; p. 16, LI. 12-17. Idaho's Employment
Security Law provides that "an employee who has been discharged on grounds of work-related
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misconduct is ineligible for unemployment compensation. Roll v. City of Middleton, 105 Idaho
22, 25,665 P.2d 721, 724 (1983); Idaho Code§ 72-1366(5) (2006). Misconduct is defined as the
willful, intentional disregard of an employer's interests; a deliberate violation of an employer's
rules; or a disregard of the standards of behavior an employer has the right to expect of its
employees. Desilet v. Glass Doctor, 142 Idaho 655, 657, 132 P.3d 412, 414 (2006). The burden
of proving misconduct by a preponderance of the evidence is on the Employer. Harris, 141
Idaho at 3, 105 P.3d at 269.

In its Decision and Order, the Commission concluded Claimant's conduct met all three
definitions of misconduct, but ultimately discussed only one, whether or not Claimant
disregarded the standards of behavior Employer had a right to expect of him. Appendix A, pp.
15-19. The standards of behavior test of employee misconduct is a two part inquiry of (1)
whether the employee's conduct fell below the standards of behavior the employer had a right to
expect, and (2) whether the employer's expectations were objectively reasonable uuder the
circumstances. Folks v. Moscow School District #281, 129 Idaho 833, 837, 933 P.2d 642, 646
(1997).

An employer's expectations are ordinarily reasonable where they have been

communicated to an employee. Folks, 129 Idaho at 838, 933 P.2d at 647. Unlike the other
definitions of misconduct, a claimant's disregard of an employer's standards of behavior need
not be subjectively intentional or deliberate. Folks, 129 Idaho at 837, 933 P.2d at 646.
There is substantial and competent evidence in the record to support the Commission's
conclusion that Claimant failed to meet the standards of behavior Employer had a right to expect.
The record reflects Claimant never disputed Mr. Hadley's testimony that he had been involved in
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two preventable accidents prior to June 2007. Nor did Claimant dispute that Hadley warned him
his next accident would lead to his discharge. Tr. p. 25, LL 15-19. On June 8, 2007, Claimant
reported the trailer he had been hauling was damaged. Tr. p. 27, LL 18-24.
At the hearing, Claimant maintained that he was not responsible for the trailer damage
that led to his discharge. He argued the trailer was damaged before he picked it up in Boise and
that he failed to report the damage prior to taking custody of the trailer because he did not have
any idea Employer would blame him for the damage he failed to report. Tr. p. 26, LL 1-25; p.
27, L. 1.

Both the Appeals Examiner and the Commission failed to find Claimant's assertions

credible.

Appendix A, pp. 18-19; Appendix B, pp. 24-25.

It is for the Commission to

determine the credit and weight to be given to the testimony admitted. Bullard v. Sun Valley
Aviation, Inc., 128 Idaho 430,432,914 P.2d 564,566 (1996).
Employer submitted a portion of its Driver Manual containing a policy entitled
"Equipment Damage" for the record. In that policy, Employer required its drivers to report
damage immediately. Claimant testified that he had an old and outdated copy of Employer's
Manual without a policy entitled "Damaged Equipment" and therefore, he could not have known
Employer would expect him to immediately report equipment damage. Tr. p. 27, L. 25; p. 28,
LL 1-2; p. 30, LI. 17-20. Claimant submitted portions of the Manual that he testified he received
from Employer to support his testimony.
The Commission found both Claimant's testimony and the selected portions of the
Manual he submitted unpersuasive. The Commission found that it could not conclude the
provisions in the Manual regarding damaged equipment were missing from Claimant's copy of
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the Manual.

In its discussion, the Conunission noted the typefaces and pagination varied

between the pages both parties submitted, but the Commission found the language that both
excerpts had in common was identical. Appendix A, p. 17. The Commission also noted the
page with the provision in Employer's excerpts entitled "Damaged Equipment" appeared
between a section entitled "Prohibition of Spinner Knobs and/or Suicide Knobs" and a section
entitled "Tractor Assignment." Appendix A, pp. 17-18; Appendix C, p. 29. The Commission
found the single page excerpt Claimant submitted was insufficient because the excerpt began
with the section entitled "Tractor Assignment," leading the Commission to conclude that the
provision on equipment damage could have been on the previous page, a page Claimant did not
submit. Appendix A, p. 18; Appendix D, p. 37.
Under the standards of behavior analysis, an employer's expectations need not be
specifically communicated if they flow normally from the employment relationship. Folks, 129
Idaho at 838, 933 P.2d at 647. Both the Appeals Examiner and the Commission found that even
if not specifically communicated to Claimant in the form of a policy, Employer communicated
its expectations to Claimant. The Appeals Examiner found and the Commission agreed that even
without an express directive from Employer to report damage immediately, common sense
dictated that a reasonable and responsible person would have done so anyway. Appendix A, pp.
18-19; Appendix B, pp. 24-25.
The Employer's Safety Manager, Brett Hadley, told Claimant just a few weeks earlier
that his third preventable accident would result in his discharge and that he needed to be
"squeaky clean." Tr. p. 9, LL 9-13; p. 25, LL 15-19; p. 32, Ll. 16-20. Claimant acknowledged
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that during pre-trip inspections he was required by federal law to note equipment damage in his
log book. Tr. p. 17, LI. 24-25; p. 18, LI. 1-7; p. 28, LI. 12-25; p. 29, LI. 1-3. Further, Claimant
acknowledged during the hearing that he should have noted the damage to the trailer in his log
book before hauling the damaged trailer from Boise to Salt Lake City. Tr. p. 28, LI. 12-14; p. 33,
LI. 8-13.
The Appeals Examiner concluded that the fact that Claimant failed to report the damage
to Employer or note it in his log book was "not the act of a reasonably, prudent person and does
not support the (C]laimant's contention that the damage existed prior to his taking the trailer."
Appendix B, p. 25. The Commission agreed. The Commission concluded that Claimant's log
book suggested the trailer was damage-free when Claimant picked it up and the lack of a report
during Claimant's pre-trip inspection further suggested that the trailer became damaged while
Claimant was hauling it. Appendix A, p. 18. According to the Commission, the lack of a log
book entry and an equipment damage report allowed Employer to reasonably conclude that
Claimant was responsible for the damage and that the damage was the result of a preventable
accident. Appendix A, p. 19. As a result, the Commission concluded that because Claimant's
conduct failed to meet Employer's expectations, it was employment related misconduct.
Appendix A, p. 19; Appendix B, pp. 24-25.
Claimant also argues that Employer should have reprimanded rather than discharged him.
Tr. p. 36, LI. 6-10. The Commission concluded Claimant's belief he was treated unfairly was
not relevant. Appendix A, p. 19. The Court has addressed this argument in Alder v. Mountain
States Telephone and Telegraph Company, 92 Idaho 506,446 P.2d 628 (1968). In that case, the
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claimants also argued that their employer had a duty to warn them rather than fine, suspend,
discharge, or prosecute them. Alder, 92 Idaho at 512, 446 P2d at 634. The Court concluded the
claimants' argument was not relevant because the only issue before the Industrial Accident
Board, now the Industrial Commission, was the issue of whether the claimants were discharged
for misconduct. Id. In this matter, the Commission concluded Claimant was discharged for
employment related misconduct. Applying the Court's holding in Alder, Claimant's argument
that he should have been reprimanded rather than discharged is not relevant.
What is relevant is that Employer advised Claimant less than six weeks before he took
the trailer from Boise to Salt Lake City that he would be discharged for another preventable
accident. If the trailer had been damaged prior to Claimant taking it, it would only be reasonable
for an employee in Claimant's position to make sure someone knew about the damage prior to
taking it. At the very least, Claimant should have noted the damage in his Jog book. The fact
that he failed to do either is not the act of a reasonably prudent person and does not support
Claimant's contention that the damage existed prior to Claimant taking the trailer. Under these
circumstances, Employer reasonably concluded that Claimant was responsible for the damage to
the trailer and that the damage was preventable.
CONCLUSION
Because the record contains substantial and competent evidence to support the
Commission's conclusion that Employer discharged Claimant for misconduct in connection with
his employment, making Claimant ineligible for benefits pursuant to Idaho Code § 72-1366(5),
the Department asks this Court to affirm the Commission's Decision.
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Respectfully submitted,

Tracey K. Rolfse
Deputy Attorney
eral
Idaho Department of Labor
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Appendix A

BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMlSSION OF THE STATE OF ID1W@c EI VE D

NOV 152007
KURT J. DYPWJCK,

ID DEPT; OF LABOB

)
)

Claimant,

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
.)

vs.

SWIFT TRANSPORTATION CO., INC.,
Employer,
and
!DARO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.

_______________

LEI.AL

IDOL #3378-2007
DECISION AND ORDER

FI LED
NOV t 5 2007
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION

Appeal of a Decision issued by an Appeals Examiner with Idaho Department· of Labor
denying benefits. AFFIRMED.
Claimant, Kurt J. Dypwick, appeals to the Industrial Commission a Decision issued by an
Appeals Examiner with Idaho Department of Labor (IDOL or Department) finding him ineligible
for unemployment insurance benefits, The Appeals Examiner concluded that (1) Employer
discharged Claimant for misconduct connected with employment; and (2) Employer's account is.
· not chargeable for experience rating purposes. None of the interested parties has asked for a new
hearing before the Commission. Nor do we find that one is necessary to further the interests of
justice. However, Claimant sought an opportunity to file an additional written argument and we
granted that request in an Order Establishing Briefing Schedule entered on October 19, 2007.
The undersigned Commissioners have conducted a de nova review of the record as
provided for in Idaho Code§ 72-1368(7). In re Guajardo, 119 Idaho 639, 641, 809 P.2d 500,
502 (1991). The Commission has relied on the audio recording of the. hearing the Appeals
Examiner held on September 11, 2007, along with the exhibits [I through 7) admitted into the
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record during that proceeding. In accordance with Idaho Code § 72-1368(7), the Commission
affirms the Decision of the Appeals Examiner.
FINDINGS OF FACT
Based on the testimony and evidence in the record, the Commission concurs with and
adopts the Findings of Fact as set in the Appeals Examiner's Decision.
DISCUSSION
The evidence in the record establishes that Employer discharged Claimant. Pursuant to
Idaho Code § 72-1366(5), a claimant is ineligible for unemployment insurance benefits if his or
her unemployment resulted from the employer's discharge for the claimant for employmentrelated misconduct. However, what constitutes "just cause" in the mind of an employer for
dismissing an employee is not the legal equivalent of "misconduct" under Idaho's Employment
Security Law.

The two issues are separate and distinct.

In a discharge, an employer's

interpretation of the term "misconduct" does not dictate the outcome of a claimant's application
for benefits. Our primary concern is whether the reasons for discharge constituted "misconduct"
connected with the claimant's employment such that the claimant can be denied unemployment
benefits. Beaty v. City of Idaho Falls, 110 Idaho 891, 892, 719 P.2d 1151, 1152 (1986).
The burden of proving misconduct by a prep\mderance of the evidence falls strictly on
the employer. Appeals Examiner of Idaho Dept. of Labor v. J.R. Simplot Co., 131 Idaho 318,
320, 955 P.2d 1097, 1099 (1998). A "preponderance of the evidence" simply means that when
weighing all of the evidence in the record, the evidence on which the finder of fact relies is
more probably true than not. Edwards v. Independence Services, Inc., 140 Idaho 912, 915,
104 P.3d 954, 957 (2004).

If the discharging employer does not meet that burden, the

adjudicator must aw~d benefits to the claimant. Roll v. City of Middleton, 105 Idaho 22, 25,
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665 P.2d 721, 724 (1983); Parker v. St. Maries Plywood, 101 Idaho 415,419,614 P.2d 955, 959
(1980).
The Idaho Supreme Court has set out a three-prong definition of the term "misconduct"
as it applies to a claimant's eligibility for unemployment benefits. "Misconduct" is established
when the employer demonstrates that the claimant's discharge resulted from a willful,
intentional disregard of the employer's interest; a deliberate violation of the employer's rules; or
a disregard of standards-of-behavior which the employer has a right to expect of its employees.
Kivalu v. Life Care Centers of America, 142 Idaho 262, 265, 127 P.3d 165, 167 (2005)(citing
Harris v. Electrical Wholesale, 141 Idaho 1, 5-6, 921 P.2d 178, 182-183 (2004)). Although we
have sufficient evidence in the record to evaluate Claimant's conduct under any of the prongs of
the Idaho Supreme Court's definition of "misconduct," the most logical starting point is the
''standards-of-behavior."
Under the "standards-of~behavior" analysis, the employer must show by a preponderance
of the evidence that it communicated its expectations to the claimant, or that its expectations
"flowed normally" from the employment relationship. Further, the employer must demonstrate
that those expectations were objectively reasonable as applied to the claimant. As the Idaho
Supreme Court has pointed out, an "employer's expectations are ordinarily reasonable only
where they have been communicated to the employee." Folks v. Moscow School District No.
281,129 Idaho 833,838,933 P.2q 642,647 (1997).
Notably, there is no requirement that the employer must demonstrate that the employee's
behavior was subjectively willful, intentional, or deliberate in bis or her disregard of a particular
standard of behavior. Welch v. Cowles Publishing Co., 127 Idaho 361, 364, 900 P.2d 1372,
1375 (1995). Because the employer need not demonstrate some form of "malice" on the part of
the employee, what communication did or did not take place between the employer and the
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claimant becomes a key element in these cases. An employee can only be held accountable for
breaching those expectations that he or she understood, explicitly or implicitly, and was capable
of satisfying. Puckett v. Idaho Department of Corrections, 107 Idaho 1022, 695 P.2d 407 (1985).
Claimant in this case became an over-the-road truck driver in 2006 after finishing his
education at a training academy. Upon completion of that initial training, Claimant accepted a
job with Employer commencing on July 10, 2006. Claimant underwent additional training and
orientation on Employer's policies and procedures before he was put on the road with a mentor.
(Audio recording). Claimant completed a simulation training class in late October 2006 and a
class in log keeping in January 2007. (Exhibit 3, p. 8).
Claimant incurred his first preventable accident in November 2006 and his second
preventable accident in late March 2007. Therefore, Employer directed Claimant to attend a
National Safety Course in late April 2007. Brett Hadley, Employer's safety manager, taught the
course that Claimant attended. Claimant and Mr. Hadley agree that at the conclusion of that
class, Claimant asked Mr. Hadley about his future with Employer considering his accident
record.

The parties also agree that Mr. Hadley informed Claimant that Employer would

discharge Claimant if he incurred a third preventable accident. (Audio recording).
Employer discharged Claimant on July 25, 2007, for "multiple preventable accidents/log
violations and/or traffic violations."

(Exhibit 3, p. 1).

considerably about the significance of the final event.

However, the parties disagree
The parties also disagree about

Employer's expectations and whether those expectations were adequately communicated.
Claimant picked up a trailer at the Shopko distribution center in Boise. Claimant testified
that during his pre-trip inspection, he noticed an area of damage on the exterior of the trailer
where some of the insulation was exposed.

Claimant did not note the damage on his log.

Claimant explained that because he did not consider the damage to be of a safety concern, he did
DECISION AND ORDER · 4
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not think it necessary to report until he reached his destination in Salt Lake City. Had the
damage compromised the safe operation of the truck, Claimant would have taken it to the local
mechanic for repair before taking it out on the road. (Audio recording).
When Claimant arrived in Salt Lake City on June 7, 2007, Claimant called his safety
manager at his home terminal in Lewiston, Idaho for instructions regarding the trailer damage.
According to Claimant, Shawn Marks instructed him to write a note describing the damage, put
the note in a waterproof bag, and tape it near the hook-up so that the mechanic and the next
drjver would see it. (Audio recording). The mechanic discovered the damage the following day
and reported it to Mr. Hadley who went to the terminal himself to inspect the damage. Mr.
Hadley reported the matter to Employer's office in Phoenix. (Audio recording).
Employer maintains that Claimant had a duty to report the damage as soon as he
discovered it as described in Employer's Driver Manual. (Audio recording, Exhlbit 3, p. 12).
Claimant asserts that the Driver Manual Employer issued him was an old, outdated copy and did
not include the provision regarding the reporting of damage. Therefore, Claimant argues, he had
no way of knowing that expectation.

Had he known, Claimant maintains he would have

complied. (Audio recording).
The excerpts of the Driver Manual Claimant submitted for the record differ from those
Em]Jloyer submitted. We note that the typefaces and pagination vary among the two examples.
Hovvever, the two excerpts are not dissimilar enough to lead us to the conclusion that Claimant's
copy of the Manual lacked key provisions.

For example, the text of the discussion under

"Sta11dards of Conduct" appears on different pages of the two examples, that discussion. is
identical in both Employer's exhibit (Exhibit 3, p. 13) and Claimant's exhibit (Exhibit 5, p. 9).
Admittedly, the provisions governing damaged equipment in section 3, page 23 of
Employer's excerpt (Exhibit 3, p. 12) are missing from the section 3, page 23 Claimant
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submitted from his handbook (Exhibit 7, p. 3).

However, Claimant's example starts with

"Tractor Assignment" and follows the same text from that point as in Employer's example.
Given that the typeface of Claimant's example is different, it would be reasonable to conclude
that the information under the headings "Prohibition of Spinner Knobs And/Or Snicide Knobs"
and "Damaged Equipment" appearing before "Tractor Assignment" near the top of Employer's
page 23 are probably included on page 22 of Claimant's manual. Because we do not have page
22 or page 21 from Claimant's manual, we cannot conclude that the provisions under "Damaged
Equipment" are indeed missing from Claimant's copy of his Driver Manual, as Claimant asserts.
Nevertheless, even if we conclude that Employer did not make Claimant aware of the
need to report the damage to the trailer before he left Boise rather than at the conclusion of his
trip, Claimant concedes that he should have noted the damage in his logbook during his pre-trip
inspection. (Audio recording). However, Claimant argues in his appeal that because he mails
his logs to Employer while he is on the road, several days would have lapsed between the time
he made a notation in his log about the damage and the time someone read it and addressed the
problem. By calling his safety manager from Salt Lake City, Claimant contends that his report
was quicker than a log notation. (Claimant's appeal, filed September 25, 2007). That may be
true, but Claimant misunderstands the importance of noting such damage in his log during his
pre-trip inspection.

Although there is no evidence in this record to establish that Claimant

caused the damage or was responsible for the damage to the trailer, the lack of a notation in
Claimant's log suggests that the trailer was damage-free when Claimant picked it up. The lack
of a report during Claimant's pre-trip inspection further suggests that the trailer became damaged
while Claimant was hauling it.
Employer argues that even if Claimant did not know Employer had a specific
requirement regarding the immediate reporting on damage upon discovery, common sense
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should have led Claimant to that conclusion. (Audio recording). Employer's point has merit.
Because Claimant neither reported the damage nor noted it in his log, Employer could
reasonably conclude that Claimant was responsible for the damage and that it was the result of a
preventable accident. Considering that, Claimant was on notice that a third preventable accident
would result in his discharge from employment, it was in Claimant's interest to report the
damage as soon as he discovered it to ensure that he would not bear the blame for it.
At the very least, Employer had a reasonable expectation that Claimant would complete
his pre-trip inspection in accordance with DOT procedures and Employer's policies and would
make proper notations in his driver's log. Claimant understood that the responsibility for the
accuracy of the logbook was his alone. At the very least, Claimant's behavior fell below that
standard Employer reasonably expected. That conduct resulted in his discharge. Therefore, we
agree with the Appeals Examiner's conclusion that Employer discharged Claimant for
employment-related misconduct. Claimant is ineligible for unemployment benefits.
Claimant argues that his discharge was unwarranted. Rather, he should have been given
a specific warning consistent with Employer's policy of progressive discipline.

(Audio

recording). As the Idaho Supreme Court has ruled, "it is wholly within the employer's discretion
to mete out various forms of discipline for misconduct. This Court has no legal basis upon
wh.ich it could interfere with the internal disciplinary matters of an employer once employee
misconduct has been found. Fairness in these circumstances will not suffice for legal authority."
Alder v. Mountain States Tel. & Tel. Co., 92 Idaho 506, 512, 446 P.2d 628, 634 (Idaho 1968).
In other words, because we conclude that Employer has demonstrated that. Claimant was

discharged for misconduct, Claimant's belief that he was treated more severely than he thinks
was justified or fair is not relevant.
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

The Commission sets forth its own Conclusions of Law as follows:

I
Based on our analysis above, we conclude that Employer discharged Claimant for
employment-related misconduct.

II
We further conclude that Employer's account is not chargeable for experience rating
purposes.
ORDER

The Decision of the Appeals Examiner is AFFIRMED and Claimant is ineligible for
unemployment benefits. This is a final order under Idaho Code § 72-1368(7).
DATED this _tff"'- day of ,A)QJ;-eAu.J,:0

2007.
JNDUSTRIAL COMMISSION

!Jtzzi

===4-

R.D. Maynard, Co~ssioner
(.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the /t;i/1 day of /VQ]J+',,,_w:/
2007, a true and correct copy
of Decision and Order was served by regular United States mail upon each of the following:
KURT J DYPWICK
1901 MOUNT STREET UNIT C
MISSOULA MT 59801
SWIFT TRANSPORTATION CO INC
C/O EMPLOYERS ADVANTAGE
PO BOX 493683
REDDING CA 96049-3683
and hand-delivered to:

DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
317 W MAIN STREET
BOISE ID 83735

cjh
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AppendixB
IDAHO DEPARTivfENT OF LABOR
APPEALS BUREAU
· 317 WEST MAlN STREET
BOISE> IDAHO 83735-0720
(208) 332-3572 / (800) 621-4938
FAX: (208) 334-6440

)
)
)
)
)

Claimant

vs.

~
~

SWJFT TRANSPORTATION CO INC,
Employer

DOCI<ET NUMBER 3378-2007

DECISION OF ~PEALS EXAMINER

)
)
)

and

)

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.

)

DECISION
Benefits are DENIED effective July 15, 2007. The claimant was discharged for misconduct in
connection with employment as defined by Section 72-1366(5) of the Idaho Employment·
Security Law.
'Toe employer's account is NOT CHARGEABLE for experience rating purposes, in accordance
with Section 72-1451(20(a) of the Idaho Employment Security Law.
'
Toe Eligibility Determination dated August 8, 2007, is hereby AFFIRMED.

HISTORY OF THE CASE
Toe above-entitled matter was heard by Gregory Stevens, Appeals Examiner with the Idaho
Department of Labor,. on September 11, 2007, by telephone in the City of Boise, in accordance
wi1h §72-1368(6) of the Idaho Employment Security Law.
Toe claimant, Kurt J. Dypwick, appeared for the hearing and provided testimony.

Th.e employer, Swift Trimspmtation Co Inc, was represented by Bonnie Salyer. Brett Hadley ·
appeared as a wimess on behalf of the employer.
Exlubits #1 through #7 were entered into and made a part of the record.
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ISSUES
111e issues before the Department are (1) whether unemployment is due to the claimant quitting
voluntarily and, if so, whether with good cause connected with the employment -OR- being
discharged and, if so, whether for misconduct in connection with the eniployment, according to
§ 72-1366(5) of the Idaho Employment Secmity Law; and (2) whether the employer's account is
properly chargeable for experience rating pru:poses for benefits paid to the claimant, according to
§ 72-1351(2)(a) of the Idaho Employment Security Law.

FINDINGS OF FACT
Additional facts or testimony may exist in this case. However, the Appeals Examiner
olltlines only those that are relevant to the decision and those based npon reliable evidence.
Based on the exhibits and testimony in the record, the following facts are found:
1.

The claimant worked for this employer as a trnck driver from July 10, 2006, tlu·ough J1me
11, 2007. In the first four of tl1e five calendar quarters preceding the one in which the
claimant applied for benefits, this· employer paid more wages than any other.

2.

The employer has a policy that provides for innnediate tel11llllation for "multiple
incidents or accidents while driving a Company vehicle."

3.

On November 19, 2006, the claimant was involved in his 1st preventable accident, when
he hit a traffic tmn signal while making.a right turn.

4.

On March 29, 2007, fue claimant was involved in his 2 nd preventable accident, when he
came in contact with another vehicle while pulling way from a side-by-side loading dock.

5.

Following a National Safety Course on April 26, 2007, the claimant was advised by
safety manager, Brett Hadley, tllat a 3 rd preventable accident would result in his.
termination.

6.

On June 8, 2007, Mr. Hadley received a report from an on-site mechanic about a
damaged trailer that tlle claimant had just unhooked for unloading. TI1e claimant stated
that the damage was already done before he hooked up the trailer in Boise and
transported it to the location in Salt Lake City, but failed to report it during his pre-trip
inspection in his log book, due to an oversight. The claimant admitted tllat, in hindsight,
he should have noted the damage in his log book.

7.

The employer has a policy requiring a driver to innnediately report a damaged trailer
before leaving with the equipment and any unreported damage may be charged to the
diiver. The claimant stated he was not aware of this policy.

8.

The claimant stated he reported fue damaged trailer upon anival in Salt Lake to his safety
coordinator, Shawn Marks, in Lewiston, and attached a written note to the trailer itself.

9.

The employer stated that the claimant's failure to report the trailer damage in his log
book was a violation of policy that, in and of itself, could have resulted in the claimant's
discharge.

AUTHORITY
Section 72-1351(2)(a) of the Idaho Employment Secrnity Law provides in part that for
experience rating purposes, no charge shall be made to the accorn1t of such covered employer
23

with respect to benefits paid to a worke{who tenninated bis services voluntarily without good

cause attributable to such covered employer, or who had been discharged for misconduct in
connection with such services.
Section 72-1366(5) of the Idaho Employment Security Law provides that a claimant shall be
eligible for benefits provided unemployment is not due to the fact that the claimant left
employment voluntarily without good cause, or was discharged for misconduct in connection
with employment.

An employer may discharge an employee for any reason. However, only a discharge that is
found to constitute misconduct for unemployment insurance ptuposes makes an employee
ineligible for benefits.
Misconduct within the meaning of an tmemployment compensation act excluding from its
benefit an employee discharged for misconduct must be an act of wanton or willful disregard of
the employer's interest, a deliberate violation of the employer's ntles, a disregard of standards of
behavior which the employer has the right to expect of his employee, or negligence in such
degree -or recurrence as to manifest culpability; wrongfo1 intent; or evil design, or show an
intentional and substantial disregard of the employer's interest or of the employee's duties and
obligations to the employer. Rasmussen vs. Employment Security Agency. 83 Idaho 198, 360
P .2d 90 {1961).

Wl1ether an employee should have been warned, suspended or discharged for an offense is
irrelevai1t for nnemployment insurance purposes. The discipline appropriate in a particular case
is wl1olly within the employer's discretion. The only issues to be decided are whether there was
a discharge, and if so, whether the dischai·ge was for misconduct within the meaning of the
unemployment insurance Jaw. Alder vs. Morn1tain States Telephone and Telegraph Co., 92
Idaho 506, 446 P .2d 628 (1968).
CONCLUSIONS

An employee has an obligation to perform job duties in a proficient and conscientious maimer.
Here, the claimant was discharged following a 3rd preventable accident resulting in daniage to the
employer's property. Following the claimant's 2nd preventable accident, the employer advised the
claimant that a 3 rd accident would result in his telillination and, further, made it clear they expected
the claimant to exercise due care and caution in the perfmmaiice ofiris duties.

On June 8, 2007, the employer was advised by an on-site mechanic of dainage on a trailer the
claimant had just unhooked and dropped for unloading. The result was a finding by the employer of
the claimant's 3 rd preventable accident and the clainiant was discharged. The clainiant asserts that
he did not cause the dainage to the trailer and that the damage existed even prior to his having
hooked up the trailer in Boise and his taking it to Salt Lake City. The claimant admits, however,
that he did not record the dainage following his pre-trip inspection in his log book as he was
required to do. The claimaiit also admitted that he made no attempt to advise anyone of the damage
and argues that he was not aware of any policy or requirement that he do so. He farther argues that
he advised his employer of the dl;illlage upon his ai1ival and delivery in Salt Lake.
The Appeals Exaniiner finds the claimant's assertions unpersuasive.
Even without an
m1derstaiiding of the employer's policy requiring tl1e claimai1t to report the dainage p1ior to his
tal<ing the trailer, common sense would dictate that a reasonable and responsible person would have
24

done so anyway. The claimant had been advised Jess than six weeks previously that he could and
would be tenninated upon another preventable accident. If the trailer had been damaged prior to the
claimant taking it, as he asserts, it would only be reasonable for an employee in the claimant's
position, to make sure that someone knew about the damage prior to hls having taken it At the very
least, the claimant should have made a record ofit in is log book. The fact that he failed to do either
is not the act of a reasonably, prudent person and does not support the claimant's contention that the
dan1age existed prior to hls taking the trailer.
The claimant was aware of his employer's expectations. Those expectations were clearly outlined
to him. TI1e Appeals Examiner finds that the employer's expectations were reasonable. TI1e
Ex:aminer also finds fue claimant's conduct fell below this employer's expectations. As such the
employer has shown by a preponderance of the evidence that the claimant was discharged for
misconduct. The claimant is not eligible for benefits. The employer's account is not held
cl1argea le for experience rating purposes.

Last Day To Appeal

Date of Mailing September 11, 2007

September 25, 2007

APPEAL RIGHTS

You have FOURTEEN .(14} DAYS FROM THE DATE OF MAILING to file a written appeal with
· th.e Idaho Industrial Commission. The appeal must be taken or mailed to:
Industrial Conmlission
Attn: Unemployment Appeals
317 W. Main St 2nd Floor
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0041
Or transmitted by facsimile to (208) 334-2321.

If the appeal is mailed, it must be postmarked no later than the last day to appeal. An appeal filed
by facsimile transmission must be received by tl1e Commission by 5:00 p.m., Mountain Time, on
the last day to appeal. A facsimile transnnssion received after 5:00 p.m. will be deemed received by
the Commission on the next business day. A late appeal will be dismissed. Appeals filed by any
means with the Appeals Bureau or a Job Service office will not be accepted by the Commission.
TO EMPLOYERS WHO ARE INCORPORATED: lfyoufile an appeal with the Idaho Industrial
Commission, the appeal must be signed by a corporate officer or legal counsel licensed to practice
in the State ofIdaho and the signatia-e must include the individual's title. The Commission will not
consider appeals submitted by employer representatives who are not attorneys. If you request a
hearing before the Commission or permission to file a legal brief you must make these requests
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tlzrough legal counsel licensed to practice in the State ofIdaho. Questions should be directed to the
Idaho Industrial Commission, Unemployment Appeals, (208) 334-6024.

If no appeal is filed, this decision will become fu1al and cannot be changed. TO CLAIMANT: If
tltis decision is changed, any benefits plJid will be subject to repayment. If an appeal is filed, you
sbould continue to report on your claim as long as you are unemployed.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
APPEALS BUREAU
317 WEST MA1N STREET
BOISE, IDAHO 83735-0720
(208) 332-3572 / (800) 621-4938
a2 A,V (208)
334"6440
........ - ..
' ',_··.n'A:...........
·c .
. ...

~.~

.. ... ..... .

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I :hereby certify that on
September 11, 2007
, a tnte and con-ect copy of Decision of
Appeals Examiner was served by regular United States mail upon each of the following:
KURT J DYPWICK
1901 MOUNT STREET UNIT C
MJSSOULAMT59801
SWJFT TRANSPORTATION COMPANY INC
c/oEMPLOYERS ADVANTAGE
PO BOX 493683
REDDING CA 96049-3683

cc:

Idaho Department of Labor Boise Local Office - Decision of Appeals Examiner
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PROHIBITION OF SPINNER KNOBS AND/OF! $1JJC:IDE KNOBS
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DRIVS'i'S SEAT SHALL NOT BE DRIVl=ill f,JNJ.ESS THE: Dl'UVEFI HAS PFlOPE:l'l!..YRESTRAINED
HIMSl:LF OR HERSl:U' WITH THE 81:AT BELT ,',$$EMBLY'

It ia Company policy for all Drivers and Jlll$1>ang8l'$ to =seatbelts whlle drwing, or rft!lng, Sleepsrsafaly baits are
r,,qvlrso lo Ile _., w11u,. vahk:l1> Is movlna.

WORK Rl=:1.All;D JNJUR)ES
S!i!>p1> to follow If )IOU at& ln]!JN!rl o" 1ha Job:
• Call the Claim" Department at 800-4$7-!!792 lrmnedl.a.Wly. To~ phonoo wi., monltari,d 24 llouni a,;fw. ISe'IM '
days fl week. This Call op~ns Iha claim so our lmrurance company may arrang1> 10 lnl!liata any treatmanl
needed.
.
·
• ltth1> f!11UJY la a non-~me19einoy, you may be 18ferred lo a met!loaJ c.,nm ror melf!cal a!l!>IJtion as neelfed.
• If lhs Injury Is an emerganoy .slluatton, seek medical asslsmnoe first. lh&n call !he Ollllms DepEUlmenl as
· toon as you can safely do sti,
• The Claims pepartmanl'. wlll assist YoU wllh the IJ1B1Jranoo carrier that will flandho yourolelm an~ wm dfreot
any adcl!Honal aclions needed bJ1 you or SwUt.
,
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The Performance Improvement Process ls desf~ed let employees know when the>lr conduct or job performanc
does not meet acceptable standards and advls!> them that Immediate and sustained Improvement to mee
.. ·········===-=-·
......... · = ,-... -· ...
.... ec=--· . ··
standards must bs attained.
- - ~ - ,-·,,., .. ·--~--. -----·. Swift Drivers af;; exp;;cfed to damonstrete the highest level of personal conduol and Job psrformam::e durln£
scheduled work hours, when on Company property, when representfng the Company and when operatJn,
Company vehtelea. Should a Driver's oonduot or job pertormanoe not meet the Company's high standards,
Managers wlll review the situation, and JI warranted, will 001.mseJ the Driver to raise conduct or Job performance to
an aroaptabla lever.
,

If a Driver Is Involuntarily tsrmlnatad, Jt wllJ be the result or his or her fnabf!Jty or unwllfJngness io modlfy conduct
or Improve /ob performance to an aooaptabfe level.
Management reserve~ the rig lit to Immediately terminate employment or lease without !ollowlng the Performance
Improvement Process for conduct or Job performance Incidents that are of an el<tremaJy serious nature.
GENERALLY. the process ls designed to let Drivers know when their conduct or Job performance does not m&et
aooepta.ble standards and advise them that Immediate and sustained Improvement to meet standari:ls must be
attained,

w1ii

GENERALLY, the ·process
begin with one or more verbal counseling sessfons. lf the Driver's conduct or Jo!:>
performance does not Improve, the prooess wJ/1 GENERALLY progress to more serious steps, up to and ln<>lt.rding
termination of employment. such as formal (wrllten) Performance Counseling Reports {POR'a). Formal PCA's
beoome a permanent part of yc,ur Driver Personnel tile. If a Driver dfsagrees with a PCR, he or she may me an ·
appeal by follow!ng the Complain! Procedure,
With prior Human R;;souroes or Safety {for safety related Issues) approval, a suspension with, or without pay, for
a parlod of up 10 one week: rs an option that may be used at any step In the process to correm substandard
f)arformanca.

With prior Safety or Hu.man.Resources approval, a Driver Manager may suspend a Driver for a reasonable period
oltlnie to permit the Company to lnvesllgate whether the facts surrounding serious pollcy vlolatJons or misconduct
should lead the Company to summarily terminate the Driver. Suspensions should normalfy- fast no longer than one
workweek. A mml deolsfon 'involving dJso/pllnaty acflon Including termination Involving Safely, Security,
Compliance, Training and losses Involving aoddents or cargo Issues wlll l:>e deitermlned by the Vice President of
Safety.

PROHIBITED CONDUCT
There ars many employees working logsther al Swift, end we need to safeguard our security, personal safe,ty,
welfare and Company operations. Tha following prohibited conduot WIii not be tolerated by Swift and may read to
Immediate termination of employment. This 11st of prohibited conduct Is ILLUSTRATIVE: ONLY, Other types of
conduot detrimental to security, personal safety, employee welfare and the Company's interests may also be
prohibited:

i, A violation of ,he DOT and/or company Drug and Aloohol Polloy.

>

>·_

>

2. Failure to report to the Driver's Driver Manager within 72 hours the loss, revocation, or
suspen~!on of COL
or any other Hosnse or oertWcatJon required to perform a Job (or required by the /ob desorfpUon).
3. Fellure to report an lnoldenl or aocldenl regardless of Its severity, or mul!fp/e incldents or accidents while
drtvlng a Ctlmpa.ny vehicle.
,
4. The daslruotlon, abuse, misuse, theft, or unauthorized removal, us,;, or possession of property belonging lo
the Company, another employee, or a Swift account or customer. May be subject to criminal proseout!on.
5. Disregard ior Jhe safely of one's self or other emp/cyeas, or commlltlng unsafe acts.
6, Tampering with Company equipment (a:g. engine management systems; fuel pump: eto).

Standards of Conduot
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DeS1rucilcn of Compan)' equipment or property. May be subject to criminal prosecution.
> 8,7. orCommltllng
or lhreatenlng to comm!t an unsafe aol that resuns In, or may resurt In serious ln/ury ol one's self
other employees or destruol!on of Company propany,
·
9, Com:eaf/ng, cariylng or possessing weapons or explosive o'evlces whirs on Company lime, business, property
(ln9lude!'l.lfaGlor and trailer} or whlle reprss.eqYf:llil:tlJe.Company. May be subjsot to criminal proaecullcn,
1o. Thr[~~,,_tq_!'l/:llJ'?n. _or_Jl".e 31,f.Jrn;J.1/.tlng, .. o.!fe-1asl~..w,I!'Gr>~v~ngtta!w ·01 00r1t:1om· towarr.F'offfofs,·1ncfut1lhg--··--.,.~- ·--·- · e-mp1oyees. ·~anag&rs or customer.s .. .,. ·. J ·
~..
.
.
! 1 • l1tsuhordim1tlon, lnoludlng refusal or falh.lr'a 10 perform work ln acoordaiice wllh Instruction.
12. Dishonesty.
· · (,:
•
·
· •
r3. Unaurhorlzed passenger(s) or pet(&) In a Company vehl~le.
14, lmpropercomplet!on, mfsraprasentatron, omission or faJslflcatton of employment appllccrtrori, ·expense reports,
ttmacards or any other Company records or reporti;.
i 5. Refusal to work required hours, lo Include overtime, as scheduled,
HJ. Unauthorized absence from work for three (3) or more conseoutlve scheduled workdays. This wilt be
considered a voluntary realgnatfon,
17. Apattem of harassment or an extremely serious single Incident of harassment
18, D&vlaUon from assigned work schedule, leaving !he /ob cir work area without Driver Manager's approval. or
slosplng on duty {sleeper berth time • Is not on duty I/ma).
19. Sollci!atlon or dfslribu!ton c,f ma1erlals during work lime or In work areas.
20, FaUura lo cooparala In a Company lnveatlgatlon.
.
21, Possi,ss/J'lifa radar detector and/or Jamming device In any Company owned vehicle
·
22, failure io.provlda, 'Yearly Vlolatfon Statsmant.' or faUura to be rnedloally cartm_ecl as required by DOT.
, 23, Flagrant 9rwllfluf faJslfylng or missing .,ogs.
· · · ·
·
· ·
24, FaUura to obtain Tennfnal Manager's approval prior to working a seooncl tob outside or tile transporteUon
l ndustiy, or worl<lng a second Job relaled to the transporta!lon Industry.
25, Dropping loaded trailer at any location other than a seourea terminal or secured drop yerci, or faffing to obtain
°"nslgnee•s signature prior to dropping a1 a consignee's yard,
26. Failure lo mafntaln visual ,;,ontaot at afl times with any HIGH VALUE load trailer; dropping a HIGH VALUE load
trailer at any unsecured terminal or drop yard; failure lo follow the King P!n and Padlock procedure.
27. Fallure to report ANY oltath:m for ANY REASON, or being convicted of more than one moving trafflo vlolatlon
wkhln a.twe,lve•month period.
28, P~stlng notices, signs or writings In any form on ofllolal Company bufletln boards or property, or removing any
Company placed notices, sfgns or writings from Company bulletin boards or property.
28, G ambllng, lottery or any other games of chance.on Company or customer property (Includes tractor ortranar),
llrna or while, reptesent!ng the Company.
30. Ottering .to self, selling, offering to buy or buying while In tha course and scope of smpfoymant, what a
're.sonable person,' would believe to be stolen or misappropriated merchandise; attempting to remove or
removing, artamplfng fo accept or accepting any product be,fng transported. May result In crlmfnal prosaGtJ~on.
31. Having lhreli> or more reportable/Written Customer Service Failures wllhln a twelve-month period or llagranr
servfoe]iillure that results In monetary penaltfes for the Company.
3~. Disclosure of trade seore1s or other oonfidentlal lnformallon.
33. Performing other work., whsther ,:,r not l! Is self-employment or the Driver's own business enterprise, while on
any leave of absence (exaept mllltary duty while on mllflary leave or absence) or durlng scheduled work hems.
34. Unaufhotlzecl phys/oat contact or threats with a Swift employee, customer, vendor or a member or the
· motoring public: assault, battery, violence or threats of violence against one's self or othsrs. May be subject
10 criminal prosaoullon.
.
35, At no Ume will a student ·driver operate any Swift tractor without a Driver Trainer being present.

a

This statement of prohibited oonduot dc,es not alter the, Company's policy of 1;1mployrnent at•WIU. Either you or Iha
company may terminate the emproyment relationship at any time, for any or no reason, with or without cause or
wllh or wlihout prior notice.

~-1'8;;:9.,8 12;_...,..._ _ _...,.,__,...,.S..,ta..n.,d..a.rd.,s..o.f,.Co•n•d•o,_o,.t_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _s_e,..Gt.ia_n_z_
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ACCJDE:NTS/CARGO CLAIMS
The fo~ow!ng policy covers the deflnl!lon of accident and cargo claim, the consequences, and the responsibllltles
ot the IJrlver,

. ,: ·'
..
----.-.,Ac~TrA-IDrl~1:shaftbin::ormrdered·1n~offiil~-i.'.i>1Y,cca.:.ny.:..·711-a"'tcc.,r;.,.·?-e-n-rc-r-,;=w=h-T-c;fi=·=n=e=1s=l'\i¥=e=-,i=s=-m=r=Jv=rn=g=o=r=r,=r=w~},=1c~ir=·,-·- -

he/she Is ,n charge; shall come Into contact with ?..!l\r person, animal, otoer' vehicle, or other Inanimate object In a
mannerwhloh resulls In death, Jnjury, or property:dt;1'mage, Any such inalp/,nt shall be consfdered an '"ACCIDENT'
reg,1rdless of who was kllled or ln]uretl, what property was damaged or to what extent, where the "ACCIDENT"
ooourred, wh~lh'!'r on publloJhoroughfare or on plivate property.

·-. . .

MAJOR ACC!DE:NT; Any v&hlole operating under Swift Authorrty that Is involved In an acofdent whloh results in
death r,t results in $5,D0D.00 or more damages.
PREVeNTABLE AOOIDENT: Every aooldent _In which a Driver Is Involved shall be considered prw&ntable unless
it Is established by lnvestlgallon and review that there was no option Which a Driver could have reasonably taken
to avofd Iha accident
end that his/her action In no way contributed lo the ccourrenoe of the accident.
,,.
DRIVER REVIEW PROCESS: Any Driver Involved In one of the followlng fnc!dents w/11 have his/her perlormance
me reviewed b)!, the Safety Department If:
• He/she has an acoldant With damages exceeding $3,500.00,
• He/~'1.e h@J::rrnlPP)l'!J!I.Oc!dents In a .12 .month period. ~
• He/she receives a negative Incident report or negative road report,
• He/she has a DOT reportable accident.
Preventable accidents or 1nolden1s do not Just happen, they may be the cllrect result of an "ERROR IN
JUDGEMENT" by the Driver. Revrewlng the Drivers performanoe Hie arter such Incidents occur helps us Jdentrfy
what addftlonal training or dlsolplinary actions may be required lo change the Driver's behavfor. Not only do dnving
1aohnlciues nasd to be addressed, so does the Drivers attltud& towards oornpllanca, rules and regula1lons. Altar
reviewing the O!lvar''il psrforrnance file, he/she •muld be assigned to the Smith System DOC or other tralnln1:1 es
dfreP!ed, National Safety counoll, Looal Close auarter Training (S hour) or log class. Ha/she may also be plaoad
on prot>atlonarywork period of up to one- year, or placed on suspension pending further lnvestlgaffon of an Incident.
Ce>rtaln behavior' or losses ·outllned In the SWlfl Driver Manual
· employment or Owner Operator placed out of se-rvloe.
·
If an
1.
2,
3.
4.

5.
6,
7.
B,

may

stlli require frnmedlate dismissal from

aoofdsnt ocours the Driver must:
Nor!fy the Claims Department Immediately and follow their lnsfruotlons,
Fill out an aooldent report.
Take photos of the a<Jcldent or Incident.
Nr>Uly Iha crarms Departmemt fmmedlately,
·
OD NOT discuss the accident with anyone other than Company personnel.
00 NOT <'odm!t guflt or Uabll!ty to anyone.
00 NOT sign any kind of statement of gufll.
cooperate wllh Safety, Federal, Stats, and local authorltres.
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STAND.ARDS OF CONDUCT
The Performance Improvement Process is designed to let employees know when their conduct
_ _e-'or jpl:/_pf!tfprp:;y:iq,;:i;ujae~le-sta.ndards and-advise them that i11nned!ate and
sustained -improve·ment to meet s.tandards must be .attained.
Swift Drivers are expected to demonstrate the highest level of personal conduct and job
performance during scheduled worl< hours, when on Company property, when representing the
Company and when operating Company vehicles. Should a Driver's conduct or Job performance
not meet the Company's high standards, Managers will review the situation, and if warranted, will
counsel the Driver to raise conduct or job performance to an acceptable !eve!.
lf a Driver is involuntarily terminated, it will be the result of his or her inability or unwillingness to
·
modify conduct or improve Job performance to an acceptable level.
Management reserves the right to immediately terminate employment or lease without following
the Performance Improvement Process for conductor job performance incidents that are ofan
extremely serious nature.
GENERALLY, the process is designed to let Drivers know when their conduct or job performance
does not meet acceptable standards and advise them that immediate and sustained improvement to meet standards must be attained.
GENERALLY, the process wHI begin with one or more verbal counseling sessions. If the Driver's
conduct or job performance does not improve, the process will GENERALLY progress to more
serious steps, up to and including termination of employment, such as formal (written)
Performance Counseling Reports (PCR's). Formal PCR's. become a pennanent part of your
Driver Personnel file. If a Driver disagrees with a PCR, he or she may file an appeal by following the Complaint Procedure.
With prior Human Resources or Safety (for safety related issues) approval, a suspension with,
or without pay, for a period of up to one week is an option that may be used at any step in the
process to correct substandard performance.
With prior Safety or Human Resources approval, a Driver Manager may suspend a Driver for a
reasonable period of time to permit the Company to investigate whether the facts surrounding
serious policy violations or misconduct should lead the Company to summarily terminate the
Driver. Suspensions should normally last no longer than one workweek. A final decision involving disciplinary action incfuding termination involving Safety, Security, Compliance, Training and
losses involving accidents or,cargo issues will be determined by the Vice President of Safety. ·

Prohibited Conduct
There are many employees working together at Swift, and we need to safeguard our security,
personal safety, welfare and Company operations. The following prohibited conduct will not be
tolerated by Swift and may lead to Immediate termination of employment. This list bf prohibited
conduct is ILLUSTRATIVE ONLY. Other types of conduct detrimental to security, personal
safety, employee welfare and the Company's interests may also be prohibited:

i. A violation of the DOT and/or Company Drug and Alcohol Policy.
,,..... ,., .. ,

-
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2. Failure to report to the Driver's Driver Manager within 72 hours the loss, revocation, or
suspension of CDI.. or any other license or certification required to perform a job (or required
by the job description}.
3. Failure to report an incident or accident regardless of its severity, or multiple incidents or
accidents while drlying a Company vehiGJ .
,
4. The destruction, abuse, misuse, theft, or unauthorized removal, use or possession of
property belonging to the Company, another employee, or a Swift account or customer. May
be subject to criminal prosecution.
..
·
··
5. Disregard for the safety of'one's self or other employees, or committing unsafe acts.
6. Tampering with Company equipment (e.g. engine management systems; fuel pump; etc).
7. Destruction of Company equipment or property. May be subject to criminal prosecution.
8. Committing or threatening to commit an unsafe act that results in, or may result in serious
injury of one's self or other employees or destruction of Company property.
9. Concealing, carrying or possessing weapons or explosive devices while on Company time,
business, property (includes tractor and trailer) or while representing the Company. May be
subject to criminal prosecution.
10. Threats, coercion or use of insulting, offensive or abusive language or conduct toward
others, including employees, Managers or customers.
11. Insubordination, including refusal or failure to perform work in accordance with instruction.
12. Dishonesty. .
13. Unauthorized passenger(s} or pet{s) in a Company vehicle.
14. Improper completion, misrepresentation, omission or falsification of employment application,
expense reports, timecards or any other Com·pany records or reports.
15. Refusal to work required hours, to include overtime, as scheduled.
16. Unauthorized absence from work for three (3) or more consecutive scheduled workdays.
This will be considered a voluntary resignation.
17. A pattem·of harassment or an extremely serious single incident of harassment
18. Deviation from assigned work schedule, leaving the job or work area without Driver
Manager's approval, or sleeping on duty (sleeper berth time - is not on duty time).
19. Solicitation or distribution of materials during work time or in work areas.
20. Failure to cooperate in a Company investigation.
21. Possessing a radar detector and/or jamming device in any Company owned vehicle
22. Failure to provide, 'Yearly Violation Statement,' or failure to be medically certified as required·
by DOT.
23. Flagrant or willful falsifying or missing logs.
24. Failure to obtain Terminal Manager's approval prior to working a second job outside of the
transportation industry, or working a second job related to the transportation industry.
25. Dropping a loaded trailer at any location other than a secured terminal or secured drop yard,
or failing to obtain consignee's signature prior to dropping at a consignee's yard.
26. Failure to maintain visual contact at all times with any H!GH VALUE load trailer; dropping a
HIGH VALUE load trailer at any unsecured terminal or drop yard; failure to follow the King
Pin and Padlock procedure.
·
27, Failure to report ANY citation for ANY REASON, or being convicted of more than one
moving traffic violation within a twelve-month period.
28, Posting notices, signs or writings in any form on official Company bulletin boards or
property, or removing any Company placed notices, signs or writings from Company
bulletin boards or property.
·
29. Gambling, lottery or any other games of chance on Company or customer property (includes
tractor or trailer), time or while representing the Company.
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m He/she has multiple accidents in a 12 month period.
Iii He/she receives a negative incident report or negative road report.
1,1 He/she has a DOT reportable accident.
----·-············
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Preventable accidents or'ineidents-·do not just happen, they are -the, dlrect,restllt.ot,an'!ERRQR ··
IN JUDGEMENT' by the Driver. Reviewing the Drivers performance file after such incidents
. occur helps us identify what additional training or disciplinary actions may be required to change
the Driver's behavior. Not only do driving techniques need to be addresses, co does the Drivers
attitude. towards compliance, rules and regulations. After reviewing the Driver's performance
file, he/she could be assigned to the Smith System DOC (2 hour), National Safety Council
(6 hour), Local Close Quarter Training (8 hour) or log class. He/she may also be placed on
probationary work period of up to one year, or placed on suspension pending further investigation of an incident.
Certain behavior or losses outlined in the Swift Driver Manual may still require immediate
dismissal from employment or termination of an Owner Operator lease.
This policy states importance of notifying the Safety Department immediately when and where is
an accident or incident and to understand the importance of following all Company and
DOT rules and regulations while operating a commercial vehicle. For Drivers to understand
the consequences of what-will happen when those rules, regulations, policies and procedures
are broken.
Driver must:
1. Fill out an accident repQrt.
2. Take photos of the accident or incident.
3. Notiiy the Safety Department immediately.
4. DO fJOT discuss the accident with anyone other thah Company personnel.
5. DO MOT admit guilt or liability to anyone.
6. DO MOT sign any kind of statement of guilt.
7. Cooperate with Safety, Federal, State, and local authorities.

Log Rules & Regulations
As a professional Driver, it is important to understand proper logging rules and regulations. Hours
of service are regulated to ensure safe trucking operations. In simple terms, a tired Driver is not
a safe Driver. The regulations are designed to keep a tired Driver from driving, not from working.
The hours of service rules and regulations governing Drivers are part of the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Regulations (FMCSR), Part 395 are as follows:
"No motor carrier shall permit or require. a Driver of a commercial vehicle to drive for any
period having been on duty seventy (70) hours in any eight (8) consecutive days."
For commercial Drivers operating locally within a 100 air mile radius from their home terminal
the peciod is sixty (60) hours in any seven (7) consecutive days.
Comm~rcial DriV$fS may also not drive more than ten (10) hours or drive and be on duty more
then fifteen (15) hours without having eight (8) consecutive hours off duty.
T #.
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CONCLUSION
Many Company policies and Driver benefits have been treated only briefly in this Driver
Handbook. If you have any questions or want more information, your Driver Manager will be glad
--~---=""ttFe>c-a,.fill, in.. Uie .•.details.• for . . you•..... The••. :1/ice.. $2fesioont/DirootoFc- . ot. Human _Resaur~ice-..President/Dlrectorof£afety.will.also be .happy to help you,with questions or.probl.ems.
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TRACTOR ASSIGNMENT
.....___,,.

After you are assigned a truck it-should b inspected ancl inventoried before you move It. The same process should
be to!Jowscl when you are returning a true or swapping out trucks. You must fill out Tractor Equipment Check in/Out ·

·sneet Flle·outtne slieetcompl!,f;el

,. • ~igg~a,mmli1g.§ljjc!~~ge no matter how small. In addition to damage,
li§t sny equipment that istnissfng,,orquL t.pl£1i:;~~11Y!hi~g that you do n6fWan'no'i5e 1m1dresponsible,formust be
listed on tn!s form. A copy of this form sho Id be sent to yoi.ir-Dr\vefMai't,ig"er:Yoll'sheuld·keep,a.oopy.oUhisJorm for
each tractor you are assigned to as long s employed by Swift.
.,

SEATBELTS
Seaction 392.16 of the D.O.T. Federal Mot
"A COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHI
DRIVER'S SEAT SHALL NOTS
HIMSELF OR HERSELF WITH

1

r Carrier Safety Regulatlons sta:tes as follows:
LE WHICH HAS A SEAT BELT ASSEMBLY INSTALLED AT THE
DRIVEN UNLESS THE DRIVER HAS PROPERLY RESTRAINED
HE SEA'f BELT ASSEMBLY"

It is Company policy tor all Drivers and p ssengers to wear seat belts while driving, or riding. Sleeper safety belts are
required to be used while venlcJ@ is movi g.

WORK

RELATED INJURIES

Staps to follow If you are injured on the J b:
• Call tne Claims Department at 00-467·2793 lrnmedlately. The phones are monitored 24 hours a. day, seven
days a week. This call opens t e claim so our in~urance company wiff. initiate any treatments needed.
• If the injury is a non-emergen , you may be referred to a medlcal center for medical attention as needed.
• If the injury Is an emergency ltuation, see!< medical assistance first, then call the Claims Department as
soon as you can safely do so.
• The Claims Department will c nneot you with the Insurance carrier that will handle the remainder of your
claim and direct any addlt)on actions needed by you or Swttt

TEAMS
Any lime there is more than one pers n in the truck, the person not driving MUST be buckled in the 2nd seat or
sleeping in the bottom bunk. The top b nk is NEVER to be used when the truck is In motion!

iJOCK-e"(Ff- .33 78-200 ~
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